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Historical Society and County Record Publications from the United Kingdom: A
Finding Guide
Abstract
The attached excel sheet is intended to be used as a finding aid for county records series and the
publications of various historical societies in the United Kingdom. This document was created to support
the work of Professor Margo Todd, her students, and the University of Pennsylvania’s Department of
History. The information provided in this document is based on series holdings in the University of
Pennsylvania libraries, primarily Van Pelt‐Dietrich, as well as those held in storage at LIBRA. It is designed
to give a quick reference to these holdings, where they are located, and which geographic region they
cover. It is by no means exhaustive and is a work in progress, but it should give the reader a good idea of
the holdings available to the UPenn community.
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Comments
Excel spreadsheet prepared by Sarah Wipperman for the Department of Collection Development, Global
Studies and Scholarly Communication to collate the publications of national and county record societies
of England, Scotland, Ireland,and Wales.
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Historical Society and County Record
Publications from the United Kingdom:
A Finding Aid

The attached excel sheet is intended to be used as a finding aid for county records series and the
publications of various historical societies in the United Kingdom. This document was created to
support the work of Professor Margo Todd, her students, and the University of Pennsylvania’s
Department of History. The information provided in this document is based on series holdings in
the University of Pennsylvania libraries, primarily Van Pelt‐Dietrich, as well as those held in
storage at LIBRA. It is designed to give a quick reference to these holdings, where they are
located, and which geographic region they cover. It is by no means exhaustive and is a work in
progress, but it should give the reader a good idea of the holdings available to the UPenn
community.

Organization of the Workbook
The workbook is divided into five categories, which correspond to tabs in the workbook:
National: Indicates national societies which cover histories pertaining to Great Britain, Wales,
Scotland, Ireland, or a combination of these areas.
Scotland: Contains information on series specific to certain counties or areas of Scotland.
Wales: Contains information on series specific to certain counties or areas of Wales.
Great Britain: Contains information on series specific to certain counties or areas of Great
Britain, including the Isle of Man and Jersey.
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GB Regional: Contains information on series specific to certain areas (combined and historical
counties) of Great Britain.

Notes on Use
Each of the tabs has grouped listings of its corresponding areas. Only the areas for which UPenn
has records are included. These groupings may be opened or closed using the
the left of the sheet. Click on the
click the

and

signs to

next to the desired area to show all the records for that area;

to minimize the area. To quickly expand or minimize the entire sheet, use the

buttons; 2 expands the sheet, and 1 minimizes it.

Abbreviations and Notes
•
•
•
•

•

### in the Call Number column indicates that the series appears under a variety of call
numbers, likely different for each title. See the Notes column for more information.
VP: Van Pelt
RB&M: Rare Book and Manuscript library
The Notes field gives more information on holdings, locations, and general clarifications.
This field may also give tips on searching for these records in Franklin and indicate if
holdings are listed in multiple locations or under multiple call numbers.
Each series is grouped together by color; the actual color is arbitrary.
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•

Each title under the “Series” column has been taken directly from the Franklin record;
most of these titles are not standardized in Franklin and will vary.

For More Information:
The following titles may also be of use when looking for other historical societies:
Guide to the Historical Publications of the Societies of England and Wales (VP and LIBRA: D1 .L65
Suppl.)
A Guide to the Historical and Archaeological Publications of Societies in England and Wales, 1901‐
1933 (VP: Z5055.G6 M8)
BIAB : the British & Irish archaeological bibliography (online)

Questions?
Please visit the library reference desk, located on the first floor of the Van Pelt Library, or call
(215)898‐7556
For more information on how to contact the reference desk and for hours, please visit
http://gethelp.library.upenn.edu/reference/vanpelt.html
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